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Abstract

Background The individual risk of recurrence in hormone

receptor-positive primary breast cancer patients determines

whether adjuvant endocrine therapy should be combined

with chemotherapy. Clinicopathological parameters and

molecular tests such as EndoPredict� (EPclin) can support

decision making in patients with estrogen receptor-posi-

tive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-

negative cancer.

Objective Using a life-long Markov state transition

model, we determined the health economic impact and

incremental cost effectiveness of EPclin-based risk strati-

fication in combination with clinical guidelines [German-

S3, National Comprehensive Cancer Center Network

(NCCN), and St. Gallen] to decide on chemotherapy use.

Methods Information on overall and metastasis-free sur-

vival came from Austrian Breast & Colorectal Cancer

Study Group clinical trials 6/8 (n = 1,619) and published

literature. Effectiveness was assessed as quality-adjusted

life-years (QALYs). Costs (2010) were assessed from a

German third-party payer perspective.

Results Lifetime costs per patient ranged from €28,268

(St.Gallen and EPclin) to €33,756 (NCCN). Due to an

imperfect prognostic value and differences in chemother-

apy use, strategies achieved between 13.165 QALYs

(NCCN) and 13.173 QALYs (EPclin alone) per patient.

Using German-S3 as reference, three strategies showed

dominant results (St. Gallen and EPclin, German-S3 and

EPclin, EPclin alone). Compared to German-S3, the addi-

tion of EPclin saved €3,388 and gained 0.002 QALYs per

patient. Combining guidelines with EPclin remained pref-

erable in sensitivity analysis.

Conclusion Our study suggests that molecular markers

can be sensibly combined with clinical guidelines to

determine the risk profile of adjuvant breast cancer
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patients. Compared with the current German best practice

(German-S3), combinations of EPclin with the St. Gallen,

German-S3 or NCCN guideline and EPclin alone were

dominant from the perspective of the German healthcare

system.

Key Points for Decision Makers

In current practice, clinical and pathological factors,

but also molecular tests, are used to assess the

individual risk of recurrence among early estrogen

receptor-positive, human epidermal growth factor

receptor 2 (HER2)-negative breast cancer patients.

It is of utmost importance that patients with a low

risk of recurrence are identified to avoid unnecessary

chemotherapy resulting in only marginal risk

reduction and bearing a risk of significant toxicities.

By using a life-long Markov state transition model,

we show that molecular markers such as

EndoPredict� can sensibly be combined with clinical

guidelines and help reduce chemotherapy usage and

associated treatment costs in primary breast cancer

patients.

1 Introduction

Predictive and prognostic markers are now routinely used to

guide patient management in oncology [1]. In women with

early-stage estrogen receptor-positive (ER?), human epi-

dermal growth factor receptor 2-negative (HER2-) node-

negative or node-positive primary breast cancer, an individ-

ual measure of risk of distant recurrence determines whether

the patient is treated with endocrine therapy alone or with

additional adjuvant chemotherapy. The decision to use

cytotoxic therapy weighs reduced mortality [2] against the

morbidity or mortality of adverse effects [3]. Therefore, cli-

nicians need to identify those patients with a low risk of

recurrence to avoid the unnecessary use of chemotherapy and

its associated toxicities for only marginal risk reduction [4].

Current clinical guidelines consider clinicopathologic

factors, including tumor size, nodal status, and histological

grade, to assess individual risk of recurrence. In Germany,

for example, the interdisciplinary S3 guideline for the

‘‘diagnosis, therapy, and follow-up of breast cancer’’,

which is regularly updated by experts, is used in clinical

practice for the management of breast cancer [5]. Over the

last few years, several molecular markers have entered

the market to aid clinical decision making [6], but their

long-term benefits and disadvantages for the patient and the

healthcare system need to be balanced [7].

Since 2011, a new, clinically validated gene expression

test (EndoPredict�, Sividon Diagnostics, Köln, Germany)

has been used to determine the risk of distant recurrence in

patients with ER?, HER2- breast cancer [8]. The Endo-

Predict� test is based on the assessment of the expression

of eight genes of interest by quantitative real-time poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) in combination with two

clinical risk factors (tumor size, nodal status), which are

combined to a hybrid molecular-clinicopathologic score

(EPclin) [8]. EPclin adds prognostic information to other

routinely measured parameters, including Ki67 [8, 9], and

predicts early and late metastasis [9]. When EPclin is used

in combination with established guidelines, chemotherapy

use is substantially reduced without compromising patient

outcome [10].

Here we evaluate the health economic impact of EPclin

using a life-long Markov state transition model. We com-

pare seven alternative strategies, three implying the use of

different standard guidelines based on clinico-pathological

parameters and four using EPclin, either alone or in com-

bination with each of the three standard guidelines.

2 Methods

2.1 Overview of the Breast Cancer Disease Model

A Markov state transition model was constructed to rep-

resent the patient paths, and clinical and economic conse-

quences, associated with each testing strategy (model

implementation, see Electronic Supplementary Material

S3.4). Simulated patient cohorts were entered into the

model after primary surgery (Table 1). The model was

comprised of three mutually exclusive health states (dis-

ease-free, metastasis, death) and had a life-long horizon

(i.e., 50 cycles with a cycle length of 1 year). All patients

entered the model in the disease-free state, from which

point they could either remain disease free or develop

distant metastases; patients with metastases could remain

in this state or die (Fig. 1). Recurrence was defined as any

distant metastasis event, with the assumption that 3 % of

metastatic patients experienced local recurrence first. Half-

cycle correction was used where applicable. Effectiveness

was assessed in terms of quality-adjusted life-years (QA-

LYs) gained and life-years gained (LYG). Costs were

assessed from the perspective of the German healthcare

system. Non-medical direct costs and indirect costs were

not taken into account in the base case, but were included

in a sub-analysis. Costs are shown in 2010 euros (€) and

costs and effects were discounted at 3 %. On this basis,

incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were
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determined. Sensitivity analyses were undertaken to test

the robustness of the results.

2.2 Strategies Compared and Disease Stages

The risk stratification strategies implemented in the model

were the use of EPclin alone and the use of the German-S3

2008 guideline [5], the 2011 St. Gallen consensus recom-

mendations [11], and the 2007 National Comprehensive

Cancer Center Network (NCCN) guideline [12]. For

German-S3- and St. Gallen-based stratification, patients

were assigned to a low- versus a combined intermediate-/

high-risk group (referred to as ‘‘high risk’’ hereafter).

NCCN patients were directly classified as being at low risk

or high risk since NCCN does not define an intermediate

group. In addition, sequential strategies of combined

guideline-based pre-stratification and subsequent testing of

high-risk patients with EPclin (Fig. 1; S.1) were also

included. In these strategies, only patients who were at high

risk according to the respective guideline, and who had a

positive molecular test, were regarded as high risk.

All patients were assigned to risk categories based on

strategy-specific criteria as described above. However, in

German-S3 strategies, patients with small, node-negative

Table 1 Characteristics of the study population

Characteristic N %

Number of samples 1,619 100

Age

Median (years) 64

Range (years) 42–81

\60 years 551 44

[60 years 1,068 66

Tumor size

T1 (size B2 cm) 1,110 69

T2 (size [2 cm to B5 cm) 494 31

T3 (size [5 cm) 15 1

Nodal status

Negative 1,165 72

1–3 positive lymph nodes 454 28

Tumor grading

Grade G1 368 23

Grade G2 1,196 74

Grade G3 53 3

Estrogen receptora

Low 166 10

Medium 521 32

High 932 58

Progesterone receptora

Negative 335 21

Low 277 17

Medium 536 33

High 471 29

Ki67b

Low (\14 %) 1,215 75

High (C14 %) 343 21

Unknown 61 4

Type of endocrine therapy

Tamoxifen 965 60

Tamoxifen ? anastrozole 654 40

a Classification based on the Reiner score [55]
b According to cut-off in the St. Gallen recommendations [11]

Fig. 1 Structure of Markov model. The three Markov stages are only

shown for the first strategy but apply to all strategies. M Markov node,

NCCN National Comprehensive Cancer Center Network, S strategy
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T1a/b grade 2 tumors were classified as low risk in contrast

to the recommendations, since these patients do not usually

receive chemotherapy in practice in Germany. The 2007

NCCN risk categorization was used, given that the current

version is partially based on factors that were not available

[e.g., results from Oncotype DX�, Genomic Health, Red-

wood City, CA, USA]. Patients classified as being at high

risk of recurrence received adjuvant chemotherapy, the

remainder receiving endocrine therapy alone.

The German-S3 guideline is used in current clinical

practice the Germany and was therefore chosen as the

reference strategy.

2.3 Study Population

2.3.1 Model Population

We modeled a hypothetical cohort of early ER?, HER2-

breast cancer patients with the same characteristics as seen

in Austrian Breast & Colorectal Cancer Study Group

clinical trials 6 and 8 (ABCSG6/8), which were also used

for the clinical validation of EndoPredict� [10, 13, 14].

Patients were randomized to either tamoxifen for 5 years,

or tamoxifen for 2 years followed by anastrozole for

3 years, without chemotherapy. Of 1,702 trial patients

undergoing molecular testing, 1,619 patients were used for

health economic analysis (Table 1); 83 patients with three

or more positive lymph nodes were excluded since they

would receive chemotherapy regardless [11]. For the St.

Gallen classification, only 1,598 patients were available

due to unknown Ki67 status or histologic grading.

2.4 Clinical Model Parameters

Low- and high-risk patient paths were modeled using

transitions from the disease-free state to metastasis or

death, and from metastasis to death. Parametric time-to-

event modeling was used to define the transitions, and

time-dependent hazards were estimated from the ABCSG6/

8 10-year distant metastasis-free survival and overall sur-

vival (OS) data. Exponential hazard functions best fit the

ABCSG data, and were hence estimated for each possible

state transition. The resulting hazard rates were converted

into transition probabilities for use with the Markov model

(Electronic Supplementary Material S2).

The hazard functions for overall and recurrence-free

survival (RFS) were calibrated using the curves seen in the

ABCSG data. Since no chemotherapy was used in the

ABCSG trials, the effect of adjuvant chemotherapy was

derived from the largest available meta-analysis of long-

term outcomes of patients treated with adjuvant chemo-

therapy, representing 100,000 early breast cancer patients

[15]. Based on this, the relative reduction of risk of

metastasis in patients receiving chemotherapy was 0.69

(standard error 0.04), regardless of their risk status.

2.5 Utilities

Utility scores representing health-related quality of life

were derived from published sources. Utilities for breast

cancer states were based on the European Quality of Life-5

Dimensions (EQ-5D) questionnaire, a widely used, self-

reported, non-disease-specific, preference-based instrument

[16, 17]. A value of 0 indicates a health state equivalent to

death or death itself, and 1 represents perfect health.

A comprehensive search for published literature con-

taining information on utilities for health states of breast

cancer patients was performed. The utility for the disease-

free state was 0.78 (95 % CI 0.75–0.81), based on applying

the visual analog part of the EQ-5D questionnaire [16, 17]

to 335 Swedish breast cancer patients [18], in line with

other studies [18–20]. Patients receiving chemotherapy

experienced a disutility of 0.07 for the first 2 years (during

and after treatment) based on a literature search including

29 studies on health state utility values for early breast

cancer patients [21]; 2 years was selected since several

studies have indicated a long-term negative effect of che-

motherapy on a patient’s quality of life beyond the time

assumed in our model [22–26].

The utility for patients in a metastatic state was 0.5

(95 % CI 0.39–0.61) based on the EQ-5D questionnaire

(time trade-off method) filled in by clinicians [24], and was

consistent with the literature (95 % CI 0.3–0.62 [21, 27,

28]).

2.6 Medical Resource Use and Unit Costs

The medical resource use for all patients is listed in

Electronic Supplementary Material S3. Briefly, all med-

ical interventions related to high- and low-risk patients

were taken into account for disease-free, metastatic, and

end-of-life therapy. The EPclin test was performed once,

where applicable, prior to deciding on the use of adju-

vant chemotherapy. Patients classified as high risk were

treated with adjuvant chemotherapy, therapy for adverse

effects, and endocrine therapy, as well as follow-up care

and diagnostics (Electronic Supplementary Material

S3.1). Low-risk patients received the same, except for

chemotherapy, and in the reference strategies all patients

either received chemotherapy or no chemotherapy. In the

metastatic setting, it was assumed that all patients

receive palliative care and monitoring/diagnostic

interventions.

Costs are in euros and represent 2010 prices from the

German healthcare perspective. Outpatient costs were

based on 2010 Standard Assessment Criteria (evidence-
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based medicine (EBM)-point value 3.5048 cents) [29].

Costs for inpatients were based on the Diagnosis-Related

Groups system in Germany (G-DRG) [30]. Drug acquisi-

tion costs were calculated on the basis of the standard

pharmacy prices in Germany extracted from the Rote Liste

2010 [31] (Electronic Supplementary Material S3.3).

2.7 Sensitivity Analyses

2.7.1 Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis

In one-way sensitivity analyses, the precision and robust-

ness of the results were assessed.

Variables affected by parameter uncertainty, such as

prevalence of high- and low-risk scores and utility values,

inclusive of the disutility associated with chemotherapy,

were varied within their 95 % confidence intervals, where

available. OS and progression-free survival (PFS) were

assessed by varying the 95 % confidence intervals of the

intercepts within the particular hazard function. Unit cost

parameters (price of endocrine therapy or chemotherapy,

price of diagnostics, costs of metastatic disease, and end-

of-life management) were varied by ±30 %. Medical

resource use parameters were not varied separately; it was

assumed that the uncertainty present in these parameters

would have been covered by the variation in unit costs.

Unit costs not subject to parameter uncertainty, such as

the cost of the EndoPredict� test, were varied by ±30 % in

scenario analyses. In another scenario it was assumed that

only 70 % of patients eligible for chemotherapy would

actually receive it [32]. The discount rate was set to 0 and

6 %. A societal perspective was approximated by including

indirect costs for absenteeism (€5,600) for patients below

60 years (34 %) [33].

Hypothetical strategies representing no risk stratification

or chemotherapy administration in any patient, and che-

motherapy treatment of all patients regardless of their

individual risk, were included in a secondary analysis to

achieve a broader perspective.

2.7.2 Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis

Uncertainty around the base-case results was further

assessed by probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA; second-

order Monte-Carlo simulation), using 10,000 sets of

parameter values which were randomly sampled from

statistical distributions reflecting the ranges of variation

used in deterministic sensitivity analysis [34]. Variables

included were prevalence of high-risk groups and utility

scores (beta distribution) as well as transition probabilities

(i.e., intercepts of hazard functions, normal distribution)

and unit costs (±30 %; triangular distribution).

3 Results

3.1 Base-Case Analysis

3.1.1 Costs

The direct medical costs of the different strategies are

shown in Table 2. The costs of chemotherapy and end-of-

life management had the highest impact on total (life-long)

per patient costs. The average life-long cost per patient

treated according to clinical guidelines ranged from

€31,699 (German-S3) to €33,756 (NCCN), with incre-

mental costs for guideline-driven strategies between €506

(St. Gallen) and €2,057 (NCCN) in comparison with ref-

erence (German-S3). EPclin-based risk stratification in

combination with guidelines reduced the average life-long

cost per patient to between €28,268 (St. Gallen/EPclin) and

€28,987 (NCCN/EPclin). Compared with German-S3, the

combined strategies with EPclin/St. Gallen, EPclin/Ger-

man-S3, or EPclin/NCCN would save €3,431, €3,388, or

€2,858 per patient over a long-term horizon, respectively.

The cost of the EPclin test (€1,819) was more than com-

pensated for in these strategies by savings due to reduced

chemotherapy use and reduced adverse effects.

3.2 Effect

The different testing strategies led to differential clinical

outcomes in terms of QALYs gained (Table 3). Some

patients inappropriately received chemotherapy or endo-

crine therapy alone, which resulted in a loss of QALYs

(due to the disutility associated with chemotherapy treat-

ment or foregone effect of chemotherapy, respectively).

Among guideline-based strategies, German-S3 yielded the

most QALYs (13.169). EPclin alone was superior to all

other strategies (13.173 QALYs) in this respect.

Guidelines alone and combined strategies achieved

16.968 (St. Gallen/EPclin) to 17.018 (NCCN) LYG.

Undiscounted LYG ranged from 28.108 to 28.227.

3.3 Cost Effectiveness

The strategies of St. Gallen/EPclin, German-S3/EPclin,

NCCN/EPclin, and EPclin alone were dominant in com-

parison with the German-S3 reference strategy; i.e., they

showed lower costs and higher QALY gains. Compared to

St. Gallen alone, the combined St. Gallen/EPclin strategy

would save €3,937 and gain 0.005 QALYs per patient on

average, whereas German-S3/EPclin versus German-S3

alone would save €3,388 and gain 0.002 QALYs per

patient. NCCN/EPclin would save €4,915 and gain 0.007

QALYs versus NCCN alone (Table 3).
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When applying a classical rational choice approach,

only non-dominated strategies would be considered and

included in the ICER calculation. The use of German-S3/

EPclin would result in an ICER of €208,241/QALY com-

pared with St. Gallen/EPclin, the least costly of the non-

dominated strategies (QALYs gained: 0.0002, additional

costs: €43). The use of EPclin alone would imply an ICER

of €294,881/QALY compared with German-S3/EPclin

(QALYs gained: 0.002, additional costs: €676). NCCN/

EPclin would be weakly dominated (Fig. 2a).

In a secondary analysis, two hypothetical strategies

(no chemotherapy to any patient; chemotherapy to all

patients) were added to put the impact of guideline- and

EPclin-based decision making into perspective. The use

of the St. Gallen/EPclin showed the most favorable

ICER compared with the least costly strategy of no

chemotherapy (€77,141/QALY) (see Electronic Supple-

mentary Material S5.1–5.2).

Cost effectiveness in terms of cost per LYG is shown in

Fig. 2b. St. Gallen/EPclin, German-S3/EPclin, German-S3,

and NCCN dominated the other strategies. Based on

rational choice criteria, German-S3/EPclin had an ICER of

€33,617/LYG versus St. Gallen/EPclin.

Approximately 71,660 new breast cancer patients are

registered annually in Germany (2008), of whom 55 %

would be eligible for a combined strategy (i.e., 39,413

patients) [35]. The German-S3/EPclin strategy would

therefore lead to an annual saving of €134 million, and a

gain in 78.826 QALYs per year, compared with German-

S3 alone. Compared with St. Gallen alone, the St. Gallen/

EPclin strategy would save about €177 million and gain

197,065 QALYs in Germany.

Table 2 Average per patient cost (€) of breast cancer management for different testing and non-testing strategies

Strategy St. Gallen/EPclin German-S3/EPclin NCCN/EPclin EPclin German-S3 St. Gallen NCCN

Recourses accumulated in the first year of therapy

EndoPredict� 1,451 1,370 1,708 1,819 0 0 0

Diagnostics 805 805 805 805 807 807 808

Chemotherapy 3,094 3,208 3,387 3,422 7,533 7,984 9,394

Adverse effects of chemotherapy 399 414 437 441 971 1,030 1,211

Recourses accumulated in the first and subsequent years of therapy

Endocrine therapy 3,284 3,284 3,284 3,284 3,286 3,286 3,286

Follow-up care 4,139 4,139 4,140 4,140 4,150 4,150 4,154

Metastasis 964 961 954 950 876 874 846

End-of-life management 14,133 14,131 14,127 14,124 14,074 14,073 14,055

Total* 28,268 28,311 28,841 28,987 31,699 32,205 33,756

EPclin EndoPredict� test, NCCN National Comprehensive Cancer Center Network

* Numbers may not sum to total due to rounding

Table 3 Cost effectiveness of testing and non-testing strategies in comparison with the German-S3 guideline (reference) strategy

Strategy Cost (€) Incremental cost

(€)a
Effects

(QALYs)

Effects

(LYG)

Incremental effects

(QALYs)a
ICER (€/

QALY)a

German S3

(reference)

31,699 – 13.169 17.006 – –

St. Gallen 32,205 506 13.166 17.007 -0.003 Dominated

NCCN 33,756 2,057 13.165 17.018 -0.004 Dominated

German S3/EPclin 28,311 -3,388 13.171 16.969 0.002 Dominant

St. Gallen/EPclin 28,268 -3,431 13.171 16.968 0.002 Dominant

NCCN/EPclin 28,841 -2,858 13.172 16.972 0.003 Dominant

EPclin 28,987 -2,712 13.173 16.974 0.004 Dominant

Dominated: a strategy is dominated by another if the former both costs more and is less clinically effective. Dominated strategies are excluded

from the calculation of ICERs

Dominant: a strategy is dominant to the reference the former both costs less and is more effective

EPclin EndoPredict� test, ICER incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, LYG life-years gained, NCCN National Comprehensive Cancer Center

Network, QALY quality-adjusted life-year
a In comparison with the German-S3 guideline (reference) strategy
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3.4 Sensitivity Analysis

The deterministic and scenario analyses led to a slight

variation in the rank order of the combined strategies,

although their advantage remained. Variation of the dis-

count rate, the disutility due to chemotherapy, hazard rates,

and the prevalence of some high-risk classifications had a

strong impact on costs and effects, but cost effectiveness

was essentially unaffected (Electronic Supplementary

Material S4–5). Reducing chemotherapy use among eligi-

ble patients to 70 % yielded reduced costs and QALYs for

all strategies, and the NCCN/EPclin combination and

EPclin alone became dominated. PSA results are shown in

Fig. 3 and Electronic Supplementary Material S6.

4 Discussion

Our study is the first health economic analysis of the EPclin

test. EPclin has acceptable health economic characteristics

from the perspective of the German healthcare system.

Combining the St. Gallen guideline with EPclin testing of

intermediate-/high-risk patients is beneficial and has the

potential to aid clinical decision making on the use of
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Fig. 2 Cost-effectiveness

plane: a cost per quality-

adjusted life-year gained; b cost

per life-year gained. A strategy

is dominated by another if the

former both costs more and is

less clinically effective.

Dominated strategies are

excluded from the calculation of

incremental cost-effectiveness

ratios. EUR euros, NCCN

National Comprehensive

Cancer Center Network
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adjuvant chemotherapy in ER?, HER2- early breast cancer

patients. The robustness of this result was confirmed by

extensive sensitivity analyses.

Cost-effectiveness thresholds for clinical interventions

vary across countries. For example, in the USA they range

from $US50,000 to $US100,000 (€36,600–73,200) per

QALY gained and from £20,000 to £30,000

(€23,000–35,000) per QALY gained in the UK, although

actual resource allocations may differ [36]. In our base-

case analysis, St. Gallen/EPclin, German-S3/EPclin,

NCCN/EPclin, and EPclin alone were dominant strategies.

Compared to current, guideline-based clinical practice,

adding EPclin yielded better clinical outcomes on the

QALY scale, at lower costs.

Our analysis did not take into account strategies

involving other genetic testing platforms. The main reason

for this was lack of information on the results the Oncotype

DX� multigene test or other genetic tests would have

Fig. 3 Probabilistic sensitivity

analysis results: a cost versus

quality-adjusted life-years;

b cost per life-year gained. The

cost-effectiveness acceptability

curves show probabilistic

sensitivity analysis-based

probabilities of strategies being

cost effective. For different

willingness-to-pay thresholds,

different strategies may be

optimal. EUR euros, LYG life-

years gained, NCCN National

Comprehensive Cancer Center

Network, QALYS quality-

adjusted life-years
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yielded in the ABCSG6/8 patients, which formed the basis

of this analysis.

The Oncotype DX� multigene test was recommended

for use in routine practice in the USA [37] in 2007, and the

health economic implications of this have been thoroughly

investigated [7, 33, 38–40]. Although many studies have

claimed cost effectiveness, uncertainties around their esti-

mates were not always fully addressed [7]. Input parame-

ters, including amount of chemotherapy use, recurrence

rate, quality of life, time horizon, and the test cost seemed

to most strongly influence the results [41].

Blohmer et al. [33] developed a Markov model to assess

the costs and effects of using Oncotype DX� prior to

adjuvant chemotherapy in Germany, and reported that an

Oncotype DX�-based strategy would save an average of

€561 and increase QALYs by 0.06 per patient. Hornberger

et al. [40] compared an Oncotype DX� strategy with the

NCCN guideline and reported savings of $US2,028

(€1,669), and a gain of 0.086 QALYs, per patient. A direct

comparison between Oncotype and EPclin on the basis of

these results and ours would be difficult given different

modeling approaches being used, lower test costs of EP-

clin, and the different proportion of patients classified as

low-risk by EPclin compared with Oncotype DX�. Nev-

ertheless, all these studies showed cost savings and health

gains due to the usage of genetic test results. In contrast to

our EPclin-specific model, the two Oncotype DX� models

generated by Blohmer et al. [33, 40] and Hornberger et al.

[33, 40] considered a predictivity for chemotherapy benefit,

i.e., the relative benefit from chemotherapy was assumed to

be lower in low-risk patients than in high-risk patients. This

assumption was based on a significant test for treatment

interaction of the Oncotype DX� test observed in the

randomized (endocrine vs. endocrine–chemotherapy treat-

ment) NSABP (National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and

Bowel Project)-B20 and the SWOG (Southwest Oncology

Group)-8814 clinical trials in adjuvant breast cancer

patients [42, 43]. Results from neoadjuvant studies sug-

gested that chemotherapy sensitivity may also be enhanced

in patients at high risk according to EPclin [44], but so far

EPclin has not been evaluated in a randomized adjuvant

clinical trial to prove that EPclin selects women who will

benefit from chemotherapy treatment. In order to approx-

imate the effect of chemotherapy, we used the largest

currently available, relevant meta-analysis by Peto et al.

[15]. The assumed relative risk of 0.69 for distant recur-

rence, in patients undergoing adjuvant chemotherapy, may

therefore not be entirely correct for low-risk patients, given

their low overall probability of developing a recurrence.

Nevertheless, the relative benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy

has been shown to be independent from standard prog-

nostic parameters such as ER status, grading, or nodal

status [15]. It is worth mentioning that in the Early Breast

Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) meta-

analysis, non-cancer-related mortality was increased due to

chemotherapy (relative risk 1.2, p = 0.05), while overall

mortality was reduced (relative risk 0.84, p \ 0.0001) [15].

In order to remain conservative, we did not apply the

increase in non-cancer-related mortality, since it was

unclear whether this was a true effect or a result of com-

peting risk. We assumed that metastases can still occur

even in patients with a 10-year RFS, as shown elsewhere

[45, 46].

Hall et al. assessed the impact of Oncotype DX� versus

a chemotherapy strategy for early stage lymph node-posi-

tive breast cancer patients in the UK [7]. The testing

strategy achieved a small increase in life expectancy (0.15

LYG) or quality-adjusted life expectancy (0.16 QALY),

but also an increase in cost (£860, €1,096). The costs were

the greatest driver of the base-case ICER (£5,529 or

€6,428/QALY). The authors clearly demonstrated the

potential of molecular stratification, but also showed that

there is a risk of a negative balance between costs and

health benefits. Importantly, in our model only 28 % of

patients were node positive, and therefore had a lower

baseline risk of distant metastasis. Hall et al. also included

an assessment of the relative risk of death due to chronic

heart failure after chemotherapy, which was not considered

in our more conservative model (in order to better dis-

criminate the effects of EPclin). Cardiac events, and

especially delayed cardiac death, are uncommon (espe-

cially with docetaxel-combined chemotherapy), and cannot

always be linked directly to chemotherapy [47]. This

explains, in part, the reason why a greater effect was

observed in terms of both QALYs and LYG in the Onco-

type DX�-guided strategy than in our results.

Our study has both strengths and limitations. The value

of a diagnostic test or guideline depends on the ability to

differentiate risk. While this is normally presented as sen-

sitivity and specificity [48], here we did not need to

explicitly include these parameters because they were

indirectly taken into account in the hazard rates for metas-

tasis extracted from the actual ABCSG trial data [48]. In the

absence of chemotherapy data, we had to rely on published

data for the utilities and effect of chemotherapy, which in

part originated from outside Germany. The utility values

had to be drawn from European sources, even though

clinical treatment schedules or perception of life quality can

vary between countries, evaluation methods, and severity of

condition [21]. Given the fact that chemotherapy is likely to

negatively influence the quality of life of treated patients,

we included a disutility to account for this and as similarly

used in other studies [7, 22, 23, 33].

Resource use and unit costs were abstracted from a

previously published German study, which might introduce

uncertainty [49]. However, the model inputs were selected
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to best match our defined patient population, and extensive

sensitivity analyses were performed to take uncertainty into

account. A strict follow-up schedule was assumed for all

patients, which might be inappropriate, especially for low-

risk patients not receiving chemotherapy; follow-up costs

might therefore be even smaller for low-risk patients. The

results seemed most sensitive to the hazard rates (e.g., for

disease free to metastasis) and the risk classification by

various strategies. One reason for this might be the low

event number in some risk groups (e.g., stratified by

NCCN), which may have increased the influence of

chance. In order to partially overcome this problem, we

pooled the hazard rates for risk of death from general

causes and the risk of death in metastatic patients, thereby

improving accuracy.

cThe results presented here were derived using a cohort

approach and are valid for an ‘average’ patient. However,

specific patient subgroups might respond differently, with

better or worse clinical outcomes. ABCSG6/8 were trials

for post-menopausal patients with lower than average risk,

favoring the adoption of a more conservative model. An

additional question is whether patients actually receive their

chemotherapy according to guidelines [50, 51]; it has

recently been shown that chemotherapy was only given to

69 % of older women with node-positive and/or ER-nega-

tive cancers [32], and although the decision to opt for

chemotherapy was easy for about 60 % of women, 23 %

found it problematic [52]. Our results may suggest that the

EPclin test can mostly contribute to avoiding chemotherapy

treatment in patients who would be recommended for che-

motherapy according to current practice using clinical

guidelines. Hence, it may be most obviously relevant for

younger, fit patients due to wide use of chemotherapy in this

group. However, older patients have a higher risk of expe-

riencing adverse effects of chemotherapy and may be more

reluctant to undergo treatment. In this group of older

patients, the test may persuade high-risk patients to undergo

chemotherapy treatment and may therefore increase sur-

vival and costs over current practice. Similarly, use of the

genetic test might change decisions on chemotherapy use in

lymph node-negative or lymph node-positive (1–3?)

patients, with both clinical and economic implications.

Given the lack of information on resource use, chemo-

therapy effect and other parameters across these sub-

groups, it was not possible to analyze the cost and effects for

specific patient groups. The fact that some patients may not

get chemotherapy despite guideline recommendations was

addressed in a scenario analysis, where only a proportion of

patients were given chemotherapy. In this analysis, the costs

and effects of all strategies decreased and the combined St.

Gallen/EPclin and the EPclin alone strategies remained

dominant. The preferences of cancer patients always need

to be considered, especially when the benefits from thera-

pies are disputable.

5 Conclusions

Biologic and clinical markers can provide prognostic and

predictive information and determine the residual risk after

standard hormone therapy and the relative risk reduction

for additional chemotherapy [53, 54], sparing exposure to

hazardous and expensive adverse events [3]. Our results

add to the rationale for addressing this approach in terms of

the health economics of clinically validated tests and

guidelines, to find those patients who benefit most from

chemotherapy. The present study suggests that molecular

tests such as EPclin can be sensibly combined with clinical

guidelines and can help reduce chemotherapy use in ER?

breast cancer patients with few other clinical risk factors

[10]. Improved risk stratification can be translated into

increased quality-adjusted life and is economically viable.
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